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Annex 1: Please specify the reason(s) why you have never shared information 
you found on the EIP-AGRI website – ALL ANSWERS 
 

answers clusters 

Lack of connection between EU and national/regional authorities Lack of connection between EU and 
national/regional authorities 

It's hard to find something when you browse didn't find what I was looking for 

no French language language 

I do not know na 

After the workshop attention Vienna na 

I already had the information  na 

No specific reason na 

no specific reason na 

no time no time 

Have no time no time 

I have looked at it only once, when I was busy preparing an application. no time 

Because I haven't time, and I think that other people can read the same information no time 

I became aware of the website only very recently no time 

The information does not seem interesting to me because there are no relevant aspects 
about the projects as the difficulties to carry them out. You learn from mistakes, not from 
successes. 

not inspiring 

Haven't found anything important enough not inspiring 

Not shareworthy, why and to whom and how could they use it? not inspiring 

I  did not find it interesting not inspiring 

I need to share more detailed info and the website and newsletter only provide hints not inspiring 

not very interesting not inspiring 

not adapted to my colleagues not relevant 

Or personal interest, but has been less relevant for the field I currently work in-share 
newsletters instead 

not relevant 

      Nenhuma informação relevante para partilha (No information relevant for sharing) not relevant 

No one does what we do! not relevant 

We have only one operational group and the topic was specific not relevant 

never found relevant information to share and the site is quite dense not relevant 

No relevant information not relevant 

not relevant not relevant 

I have not yet come across any relevant information to share not relevant 

It was not required to me. There was no opportunity to do it not relevant 

Because it wasn´t relevant for others not relevant 

no need not relevant 

I haven't found it relevant to share it not relevant 

Οι πληροφορίες που παρέχονται αποτελούν παραδείγματα αλλά δεν είναι πολύ κοντά στην 
ελληνική καθημερινότητα [google translate: The information provided is an example but is 
not very close to the Greek everyday life] 

not relevant 

I had no opportunities not relevant 

Not relevant to share (as yet) not relevant 

I use the website as background and spread information directly from the newsletter other EIP tools to share 

I share social media links other EIP tools to share 
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Annex 2: Why haven't you registered to the EIP-AGRI website? 
 

answer cluster 

not sure what more it would bring don't know why 

Another profile, another password to be remembered??? don't know why 

No clear added-value don't know why 

I dislike to share my personal information. don't want to share 

Checking for info when I want or need to, b. Receiving updates from EIP-Agri Service Point by e-mail don't want to share 

Find enough information through the newsletter and website as it is enough from newsletter 

I am sufficiently informed by the newsletter enough from newsletter 

Will do in the future I will register now 

i will do now! I will register now 

I did not feel it was necessary no need 

i don't have til now needs no need 

no need no need 

Have not considered it to be necessary no need 

I didn't feel the need to, but I am registering right after completing this survey no need 

just haven't needed to  no need 

no need no need 

lack of time no time 

No time no time 

I was not aware this was possible, until recently. I do however plan to register in the future not aware 

I haven't been aware that there is any advantage. not aware 

I was not aware of its existence. not aware 

Currently it is not a professional task for me to tackle European Innovation, so registration with 
professional contacts might be misleading 

not relevant 

I´m not the lead partner not relevant 

Don't use it frequently not relevant 

I do not have projects to share not relevant 

Not at the real business, just following at the moment not relevant 

I don´t need it not relevant 

too complicated wasn't able to 

The system failed with the password and then I stopped - time consuming wasn't able to 

my country is not included in the list wasn't able to 

Find it hard to set up the account wasn't able to 

I can't remember to do this.  
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Annex 3: What do you think is missing on the website, or what would you like to 
see improved? 
 

answer cluster 

Innovative system of work ? 

I would focus on the newsletters ? 

I would like to be able to apply for workshop place but this is in many cases no possible as it is by 
invitation only. But who is invited? I cannot even click on "to apply" as this button does not exists so I 
am very frustrated by this as at least I should have been given a chance to apply for a place at the 
workshop I want to attend.  

attend EIP activities 

BE MORE PROMOTED awareness website 

some access problems appeared, please beware fix technical problems 

blogger section for share info and meet people working on the same topic forum request 

the quality of the information and benefits of the fact sheets improve content 

Improve dissemination regarding projects that I'm related to throughout EIP-Agri network improve dissemination 
possibility 

place for forming consortia improve meeting point 

More possibilities to exchange with European innovators improve meeting point 

A database (which is kept updated) with contacts for special purposes improve meeting point 

More direct interaction improve meeting point 

Contact persons (innovation broker) in my region  improve meeting point 

More possibilities to share information in research and in building consortia improve meeting point 

The possibility to see easily shared research projects improve meeting point 

place and find practice abstracts with some search possibilities improve meeting point 

to find projects easier (and all projects!); the access should be easier and more user-friendly improve meeting point 

I would like to facilitate contacts for R+D projects preparation improve meeting point 

Ø  Meeting point > Online resources is not updated improve meeting point 

More opportunity to join projects improve meeting point 

More opportunity to join projects improve meeting point 

The information about that have national EIP networks are included into EIP-AGRI, that could be useful 
for national level.  

improve national EIP 
network 

Better linkages (or more prominent links) to National level information  improve national EIP 
network 

Information on national Networks to related topics improve national EIP 
network 

Better connection with national/regional policies improve national EIP 
network 

Poor link with european regional activities in innovation improve national EIP 
network 

Partner search for Innovation projects  improve search 

Information centred on my country improve search 

finding documents is not always straightforward, the search function could be improved improve search  

Thematics networks, Organizational Groups improve TNs Ogs 

Database met alle EIP-projecten, met logische zoekwoorden improve TNs Ogs 

Results from operational groups improve TNs Ogs 

EIP Operational Groups functioning in different EU countries improve TNs Ogs 

The O.G.s that are working in each country improve TNs Ogs 

information on the different OGs and thematic networks. More concrete innovations/good practices for 
farmers 

improve TNs Ogs 

An Operational Groups list improve TNs Ogs 
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Details of EIP projects currently in operation improve TNs Ogs 

a selection of relevant literature and project results from OGs, LIFE, H2020...... improve TNs Ogs 

More material focused at the farm advisor and vocational Education professionals - project , profiles 
what are others doing in multiple OGs. 

improve TNs Ogs 

DETAILS FOR EXISTING OPERATIONAL GROUPS improve TNs Ogs 

Clearer and easier layout, more information about operational groups improve TNs Ogs 

Database met alle EIP-projecten, met logische zoekwoorden keywords 

it should propose an easy way to find people who work on a subject only with key words keywords 

more languages languages 

It is really a pity that the newsletter is not published in more languages. languages 

data in slovak language languages 

Avere la possibilità di leggerlo in italiano languages 

I have some difficulties to read english. I am french. And I have not many Time. So it's difficult to me to 
find informations and share.  

languages 

More information in French languages 

German language as standard  languages 

Translated material languages 

Translation languages 

it is more easily for me, the information to be in greek language  languages 

other languages languages 

french language languages 

publications and articles in more languages, b. some projects or research topics are too short and 
missing enough keywords 

languages 

Some publications, good practices, final reports should be in national languages. languages 

Implement translations of documents languages 

traslation in eu languages (at least the results of the activities of the Focus Group). That will spread the 
innovation to farmer (many do not speak EN) 

languages 

Θεωρώ ότι θα έπρεπε να παρέχεται σε όλες τις ευρωπαϊκές γλώσσες  [google translate: I think it 
should be provided in all European languages] 

languages 

publications and articles in more languages, b. some projects or research topics are too short and 
missing enough keywords 

more user-friendly 

The structure is not very user-friendly, I would appreciate a more intuitive interface more user-friendly 

Grouping of topics to save search time more user-friendly 

Better feedback iteration with users more user-friendly 

I Need to much time to find relevante informations" more user-friendly 

easier navigation required - difficult to find relevant pages. more user-friendly 

Following connections after registration is complicated.  more user-friendly 

it should propose an easy way to find people who work on a subject only with key words more user-friendly 

pointer to new funding calls with reminder, map of innovative SME, projects, people etc., simle 
communication oplatform eg forum. 

more user-friendly 

A little more space for viewing content. more user-friendly 

better calendar, more personilised more user-friendly 

Where are the Practice Abstracts? more user-friendly 

the search for other projects could be more efficient, more visual more user-friendly 

it is good as it is - I am missing just some easy categories for OGs focus (e.g. plants, animals, forest, ...) 
for easier search  

more user-friendly 

Not very interactive, more examples, less reading, there is also the issue that farmers don´t feel 
attracted as the funding is through RDP 

more user-friendly 

EIP-database, more cleare structure to find things more easier more user-friendly 

a planning of the meetings proposed with date and time more user-friendly 

better overview more user-friendly 
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contacts could be placed more in logical sequence   more user-friendly 

More case studies, the customer journey of finding project ideas could be simpler.  more user-friendly 

improve the division of agricultural sectors: for example horticulture, viticulture, oliveculture, forestry etc more user-friendly 

More time to explore website, more easy to get information more user-friendly 

Less  click-throughs needed to find a document more user-friendly 

Already lots of content so simplifying navigation thru the site could help a lot more user-friendly 

Apply a photo editing where image subtitles can be translated into national languages along with the 
page popular. Google Free Translator. 

more user-friendly 

A Dashboard with the current and already finished FGs with timeline and links to outcomes of these FG 
(f.i. Final Reports) could be useful. As more FGs exist, more time-demanding to find the information. An 
overview about this will be useful. It would be also interesting to give information on the organisation 
were the FGs member come. So name + Organisation (not only Country and profile). I do not know if 
this is possible due to confidenciality reasons. 

more user-friendly 

Clearer and easier layout, more information about operational groups more user-friendly 

More images and less PDF downloads. Every time I want to read more I have to download a PDF full of 
text. I would be more likely to share a visual blog post/webpage with my network. 

more user-friendly 

Easy access to funding oportunities, calls and collaborations more user-friendly 

Need to become more user friendly to find some information. Eg. would be interesting to know in which 
year each Focus Group was created,... 

more user-friendly 

space dedicated to projects more user-friendly 

The website is a little on the confusing side. The headings are not immediately self-explanatory, and it is 
very busy. It could be simplified - by, e.g., starting with no more than five categories / entry points.  

more user-friendly 

Better categorising of challenges that were solved by innovations in MS/ also an easily accessible 
database of contacts across Europe that are listed by area of expertise (based on participation in Focus 
group) 

more user-friendly 

website layout to be more user friendly more user-friendly 

I mostly follow links to the website and have not really explored it much further NA 

Haven't delved deep enough to answer NA 

Dfff NA 

cannot find something missing NA 

I think that is correct na 

I can't think of anything! NA 

generally very good na 

I don't know! na 

Don´t know na 

Have not used it intensively enough to make a valuable comment. NA 

none NA 

"I think that the site can be improved NA 

Links to more datailed information on specific questions NA 

I´m not an expert. NA 

nan NA 

I don't know NA 

Nothing na 

I do not know na 

It is perfect as it is. na 

so far I found everything na 

I do not think anything is missing from the website na 

Not sure, have not though about it na 

Yes I think na 

nothing to add  na 
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It’s quite complete na 

none na 

I think it is very good. na 

Nothing I can think of now na 

Pictures are small and need more videos for exaples pictures, videos 

Videos pictures, videos 

More images and less PDF downloads. Every time I want to read more I have to download a PDF full of 
text. I would be more likely to share a visual blog post/webpage with my network. 

pictures, videos 

Questions and answers Q&A section 

The connection with other European calls, H2020 topic suggestion 

More updates  topic suggestion 

More news about Portugal topic suggestion 

Documents available topic suggestion 

PACKAGING TRENDS AND TECHNOLOGY topic suggestion 

It would be interesting for me to tell you how to solve problems or details about mistakes made before 
success. 

topic suggestion 

more good practices from the mediterranean region topic suggestion 

"more Projects on the Website topic suggestion 

Our focul points! topic suggestion 

Project activities - How to work with certain problems, Also EIP-Agri falls a bit short because its hard to 
get approval in my country. Activities are for those who have the possibility and finance to travel - not 
the down to earth ordinary people. There is a bit too much Research involved, not that much 
market/sales orientation - therefore there is a lack of innovation. Would be great to work more with 
matchmaking, maybe see a project that did good in country A and find an organization in country B that 
get a contract/project on testing the same solution. EIP-Agri is overall a real good concept I really hope 
that its something that entrepreneurs and innovators in the rural settings can rely on for years to come. 

topic suggestion 

More about the interaction of innovative farming  solutions to wildlife habitat conservation topic suggestion 

more on workshops organization/opportunities/networks topic suggestion 

information on the different OGs and thematic networks. More concrete innovations/good practices for 
farmers 

topic suggestion 

Not very interactive, more examples, less reading, there is also the issue that farmers don´t feel 
attracted as the funding is through RDP 

topic suggestion 

Forest network is not that highly represented topic suggestion 

More information on success stories topic suggestion 

the possibility to interect and participate to activities and events topic suggestion 

More material focused at the farm advisor and vocational Education professionals - project , profiles 
what are others doing in multiple OGs. 

topic suggestion 

More case studies, the customer journey of finding project ideas could be simpler.  topic suggestion 

easy way to get official documents topic suggestion 

More results than ideas from projects and how innovation was successful implemented topic suggestion 

Information about funding opportunities topic suggestion 

comments or chat topic suggestion 

Funding opportunities better highlighted topic suggestion 

Better access to other EU based research/advisory and innovation activities  topic suggestion 

Keskustelualusta, joka puhuu maaseudun arvosta yhteiskuntarakenteessa - ei vain 
maatalouden alustana) 

topic suggestion 
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Annex 4: Is there anything you would like to see in the newsletter that is 
currently missing? 

Answers 

Experiences in thematic networks (RUR / H2020) 

more updates on regional/national activities in innovation 

More examples and inspirational projects that are being developed throughout Europe 

PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY AND TRENDS 

The same response as for the website. 

búsqueda de socios 

Info in slovak or czech language 

Videos news 

Our focal point! 

the better relation between the ongoing EU projects and the fact sheets. The fact sheets should initiate the interest to read further but 
now it are short and often badly written memos. 
subjects related to the competence fields we selected in our EIP Web profile 

no, nothing 

Real agri-projects founded in Horizon 2020 

More examples from Central and Eastern Europe 

More funding opportunities! More examples of activities in projects. Maybe help with getting the proposal approved. Partner searches. 

as website 

in french it's easier 

Can't think of anything! 

our h2020 project! 

Extend geographical coverage to the countries of the Western Balkans 

more Projects and regional activities on RDP and innovation 

Links to contact directly people looking for collaborative projects 

Nothing else! 

Follow up stories on successful innovation 

linkage between opreational Groups and Horizon 2020 Multi actor Approach as Standard for a Minimum of added value for Europe 

Details of EIP projects operating in other countries 

direct links to videos, interactive examples and how the process went for the projects 

I don't know exactly. 

The impact of the OGs 

call for research project that could be interesting for me 

Succesful experiences.  Funding programs 

Local resources - more local relevant information 

Alternatively, you can select national subtitles or synchronize videos. "In the language and the nation" 

news from Member States correspondents 

THE PROGRESS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION FOR MEASURE 16 THROUGH MEMBER STATES  

no, it is very fine as it is (only more funding opportunities announcements! :) 

More correlation with europea national and regional activities on innovations 

It's quite good as it is now 

The newsletter looks good and the content is relevant but to go into more detail often requires numerous clicks and/or downloading a 
PDF (not good for mobile either) 
I would like to see that it to be up to date when it comes announcing the workshops in advance and a chance to apply for workshops 
of my choice. 
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I would like to see above climate change in Agriculture EU 

Project partner search 

Project partner search 

in national language. 

more possibility for project networking 

more info on best practices and replicable ideas 

 
Annex 5: Is there anything you would like to see in the brochures, that is 
currently missing? What topic would you like to find in the brochure? Or do you 
have any other recommendation to improve them? 
 

Answers cluster 

Although they might be found in the EIP-AGRI website, I only consult them when I find them in EU 
related events.  

improve distribution 

Sie müssen die bäuerlichen Betriebe damit abholen, das machen Sie bisher damit nicht. (You have to 
pick up the farms with it, so far you do not do so.) 

involve farmers more 

not enough German translation language 

A translation in different languages language 

is important the Translation in Italy language language 

 θεωρώ ότι θα πρέπει να υπάρχουν σε όλες τις ευρωπαϊκές γλώσσες (I think they should be in all 
European languages) 

language 

french language language 

In national language. language 

They are perfect! In this sense, more brochures (namely in crop and forestry protection) would be very 
welcome!! 

more brochures 

I read broschures to get answer on a particular question. Often these broschures are so slimmed and 
summarized and to the point that I dont get the information am looking for. Just infographics dont give 
me the indepth details. 

more indepth details 

too much generic redaction, valid for everything  more indepth details 

I would like to received more detailed technical info, not only info about events more indepth details 

Not really - I understand that the aim of brochure is to give a short overview without the detail but to be 
honest I think most would go straight for the detail. 

more indepth details 

More scientific details more indepth details 

The same response as for the website. NA 

I find them excellent, just to stress it once again. NA 

I have read some brochure long ago, it's hard to recall the memory na 

I am happy with the content na 

not so far na 

Nothing special, good as they are now na 

its quite complete and very informative na 

different approaches to the EIP in EU regions national EIP networks 

Alternatively, images can be rotated simultaneously with machine translation. This is an image editing 
methodical question. 

technical improvement 

More detailled results from innovative projects topic suggestion 

PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY AND TRENDS topic suggestion 

Our focal point! topic suggestion 

I would like to have more information about integrated production systems, like aquaponics or livestock-
cultures 

topic suggestion 

again, our h2020 project! topic suggestion 
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future funding oppotunities topic suggestion 

Maybe a publication linked to common issues around specific regions such as water management in the 
Mediterranean basin 

topic suggestion 

Due to heavy workload it is not easy for us to be in contact often with the new developments, maybe 
the EIP-AGRI, could try to be more in contact with various (i.e.) LAGS and motivate us in order to derive 
more information on the ground. 

topic suggestion 

A space devoted to consortia. topic suggestion 

Examples of management systems of Measure 16 topic suggestion 

Overview of how to become part of a focusgroup, mulitactorgroup. And what kind of work within a 
goupe can be founded? 

topic suggestion 

I would like to have information on the use of soil maps to support farmers and advice on soil 
conservation 

topic suggestion 

Biobased products that can be produced by the farmers/foresters topic suggestion 

list of contact involved on the projects to have the possibility to direct communicate with them, 
sometimes are missed 

topic suggestion 

More market data  topic suggestion 

Maaseutu turvallisena, aktivoivana asuinympäristönä  topic suggestion 

I would like to see above sustainable Agriculture in EU topic suggestion 

beekeeping topic suggestion 

More info on ongoing research projects topic suggestion 

More forestry related information topic suggestion 

Where is European agriculture heading? Future challenges and outlook - also to the funding period after 
2020. 

topic suggestion 

 
Annex 6: Would you like to share any recommendations to improve the 
factsheets and make them more useful for you? 
 

Answer cluster 

mostly badly written reports, mostly not inspirational, mostly not at all showing the good jobs done in the 
projects, not triggering to read further, the writers do not understand themselves the aim and goal of the 
fact sheet the more mostly they do not respond to the questions of the eip-agri, EU is too slow to react on 
the quality or they do not know how to improve. Sorry for the goal ideas behind this eip agri 

bad content 

is important the Translation in Italy language language 

some have regional relevance, translation for nationals/local may be needed language 

Alternatively, images can be rotated simultaneously with machine translation. This is an image editing 
methodical question. 

language 

Μετάφραση σε όλες τις ευρωπαϊκές γλώσσες (Μετάφραση σε όλες τις ευρωπαϊκές γλώσσες) language 

In national language language 

often too short to be used more indepth details 

sometimes the dimension socio-economic-ecologic in the fact sheets is not sufficiently developed and 
sometimes the language is too simple 

more indepth details 

Information is too vague. more indepth details 

They are often a bit too simple and therefore less interesting more indepth details 

Sometimes the information in the fact sheet is too general in order to be useful (especially fact sheets from 
the Focus Groups) 

more indepth details 

Ok na 

Perhaps na 

I know about the existence of the fact sheets, but I have not used them. na 

As far as I can remember, no improvements are needed!  na 

its more than adequate na 

Videos, not fact Sheets, are the easy going for Young farmers who are the dominant innovators replace by videos 

more horticulture topic suggestion 
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To put our focal points! topic suggestion 

Hopefully, we will be able to share some info in the future on our CLLD/LEADER program and projects.  topic suggestion 

I would like to have information on the use of soil science to support farmers and advice on soil 
conservation 

topic suggestion 

 
 
Annex 7: Is there anything you would like to see in the magazine that is 
currently missing? Or do you have any recommendation to improve it and make 
it more useful for you? 
 

Answers cluster 

more languages language 

is important the Translation in Italy language language 

Alternatively, images can be rotated simultaneously with machine translation. This is an image editing 
methodical question. 

language 

In national language – Sloven language 

more technical and applicable info more indepth details 

I would like to have more information about integrated systems, like aquaponics or livestock culture topic suggestion 

You contct the same people to describe the problem and the solution topic suggestion 

more about ERA-NETs ( ICT-AGRI) and JPI´s ( FACCE-JPI) should be included topic suggestion 

PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY AND TRENDS topic suggestion 

 
Annex 8: How would you improve the press articles? 
 

Answers cluster 

TO BE SHORT keep them short 

perhaps improve their distribution? to make it broader? improve distribution 

Some maybe too long and detailed for a general read keep them short 

translate in different EU languages language 

Παροχή σε όλες τις ευρωπαϊκές γλώσσες language 

In national language - slovene language 

evitar muchas generalidades more indepth details 

good na 

The same response as for the website. na 

No further suggestion na 

I got to know them, because I contacted EIP AGRI in order to know if the outputs of one of our 
projects (I work in a University) was considered to be published in the EIP AGRI Website. But I 
do no use these press releases by my daily work.  

na 

they are nice! na 

To inform about our focal! topic suggestion 

I would introduce more practice examples topic suggestion 

Maaseudun sosiaalinen vaikutus(Maaseudun sosiaalinen vaikutus) topic suggestion 

I am not a journalist/press so probably not the target audience. I prefer blog posts and case 
studies/inspirational stories with images and video if possible.  

topic suggestion 
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Annex 9: Help us to help you: Is there anything you would like to add to help us 
improve the sharing of information in the EIP-AGRI Network? 
 

Answers cluster 

agriculture vocabulary  agriculture vocabulary 

There is a big delay in Hungary on all the EIP AGRI events, funding, groups etc. awareness 

EIP is not well known in France, please continue the good work in promoting it! awareness 

MAKE IT MORE KNOWN awareness 

local civil servants and policy makers managing innovation policy at local level should be aware of the 
work EIP-Agri does and now it is not so  

awareness 

to distribute information through the diversification of agricultural sectors better distribution 

Stronger dissemination on a local level (e.g. through local partners) better distribution 

I suggest the integration of EIP-agri info in other elevant websites / social media agri innovation related, 
outside of EC websites. Also improve the abstracts and results of innovative actions all over europe such 
as operational groups. 

better distribution 

it seems to me that the main difficulty is diffusion of the information about EIP activities, so any efforts 
to improve that and deepen the networks between farmers in the field to have better access to these 
ressources. 

better distribution 

Include more the agtech startup world  broaden stakeholders 

Skip the event. Downsize on focus groups. These dont give anything for the big collective. Make it easier 
to apply as an innovator or entrepreneur. 

broaden stakeholders 

it seems to me that the main difficulty is diffusion of the information about EIP activities, so any efforts 
to improve that and deepen the networks between farmers in the field to have better access to these 
ressources. 

broaden stakeholders 

widen your perspective for Innovation-in-agriculture-Support to SME-start-ups and its funding 
opportunities. It should be the next step  for the best operational groups after ending in rural 
development funding  

broaden stakeholders 

Διάδοση γνωριμία του EIP-AGRI με όλους τους εμπλεκόμενους φορείς, δημόσιο- μελετητές, 
ερευνητές.....  Μετάφραση στις ευρωπαϊκές γλώσσες. (Dissemination of EIP-AGRI with all stakeholders, 
public researchers, researchers ..... Translation into European languages.) 

broaden stakeholders 

how to mobilize national authorities? create more awareness 

There should be more emphasis on the work done by LAGS/FLAGS on the ground. crosslink other projects 

I am participating in several H2020 projects; I think it would be great to think at new ways to connect 
H2020 projects and operational groups, may be through dedicated joint events on a thematic basis  

crosslink other projects 

Give much more role to LAGs in EIP-AGRI Network!!! crosslink other projects 

Give much more role to LAGs in EIP-AGRI Network!!! crosslink other projects 

Better coordination between EIP activities and Horizon 2020 projects (esp. multi actor approach) crosslink with other projects 

Cross Information of all the tools you release improve cross info EIP tools 

Think of a better use and expected outcomes of Focus Groups, Workshops and Seminars. Sometimes it 
is not clear why they are done, what the expected outcomes are, and how they will be used. 

improve dissemination EIP 
activities 

"1.- One big tematic event about innovation in Europe for O.G.s and other agents every year; each year 
in a different country. 2.- Analize the impact of the proposals in the Focus-Group final-report, for know 
how is its real evolution." 

improve EIP activities 

Skip the event. Downsize on focus groups. These dont give anything for the big collective. Make it easier 
to apply as an innovator or entrepreneur. 

improve EIP activities 

"We need to get in touch practically even though our region is not in the European Union. You need to 
find ways to connect and be active participants in your events, activities ... 

improve EIP activities 

would like to participate in one of EIP AGRI events to expand my network. improve EIP activities 

More online "vox pop" type content from participants in workshops/ focus groups so that it is possible to 
get to know those that contributed to the outputs of these groups 

improve EIP activities 

Partner search tool: I work in a production / manufacturing Research centre, we have ideas and skills bit 
good connections to agri world are missed and it can be a good opportunity of sinergy. 

improve meeting point 

The Focus Group work is most interesting for me as a researcher. It would be helpful to be able to follow 
through more easily from ideas identified in the Reports from Focus Groups (e.g. ideas on operational 
groups) to whether these ideas actually materialize in practice. The overview of available research 
projects seems to be limited, or it is not so easy to search for existing projects.  

improve meeting point 

EIP-AGRI Network has excessive information dissemination tools. Better is to reduce number of 
information spreading channels and focus on  information channels quality improvement 

improve quality 
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more info in slovak (czech) language language 

The traduction in french is better language 

EIP-AGRI Information should be available in different languages, not just in English  language 

Διάδοση γνωριμία του EIP-AGRI με όλους τους εμπλεκόμενους φορείς, δημόσιο- μελετητές, 
ερευνητές.....  Μετάφραση στις ευρωπαϊκές γλώσσες. (Dissemination of EIP-AGRI with all stakeholders, 
public researchers, researchers ..... Translation into European languages.) 

language 

In national language - slovene language 

improve translation in eu languages language 

"The presentational quality of some outputs is off-putting.  The first Focus Group report was poorly 
presented.  Don't dumb-down. There is a tendency to assume that users do not want detail or depth - 
they just want superficial over-views: ""Farmers don't have time for Detail"".  This is a false assumption - 
if farmers have a specific Problem or interest, they Need a degree of Detail to get an empowering 
understanding." 

more indepth details 

I would prefer a more practical approach more practical 

Help in preparing proposal for thematic networks more support 

Feedback to those that may submit an unsuccessful application to participate in focus groups on the final 
composition/structure of the group-may help learning/future submissions 

more support 

Provide support at national level more support 

try to group information by sector or big regions more user-friendly 

more user-friendly by clearer outlook of the website; more information about the opportunitites and for 
whom these are 

more user-friendly 

a clearer way on how to get access to funding and participate in the  more user-friendly 

"The presentational quality of some outputs is off-putting.  The first Focus Group report was poorly 
presented.  Don't dumb-down. There is a tendency to assume that users do not want detail or depth - 
they just want superficial over-views: ""Farmers don't have time for Detail"".  This is a false assumption - 
if farmers have a specific Problem or interest, they Need a degree of Detail to get an empowering 
understanding." 

na  

Minipapers are really poorly valorized na 

My time constraints are the most important factor for me to better benefit from EIP-Agri Network. na 

You're doing well! The goal of innovation and networking on agriculture amongst EU innovators is going 
very well under your impulses and divers actions. Time will make that a lot of stakeholders in agriculture 
will follow the EIP-Agri flow. 

na 

Congratulations for the work, a lot of success in the future. na 

It is difficult for me to give clear answer na 

Keep it up! na 

See previous answers. na 

I encourage you to go on with your work. It is a great support for national/regional managing 
authorities. 

na 

I find EIP AGRI one of the best initiatives challenged by the EU-Commission. So I hope that the Initiative 
remains so active and informative in forthcoming years.  

na 

No thank you na 

I attended one workshop held in Vienna in Nov 2016. It was  such a great opportunity to learn and 
share my knowledge on the forestry.  

na 

nothing to add  na 

I think a radical change is needed in the EIP-AGRI, as in the CAP, to really serve innovation. Too much 
money is spent for so few results ... 

na 

Keep up the good work. na 

Enable the chat option (under the inspirational ideas,..) new tool: chat option 

Some informative "youtubes" that could be use in teaching new tool: videos 

Consider using webinars to allow wider participation and access  new tool: webinars 

More online "vox pop" type content from participants in workshops/ focus groups so that it is possible to 
get to know those that contributed to the outputs of these groups 

new tools: "vox pop" 

On the Hungarian EIP-AGRI website, send the Hungarian newsletter to everyone who subscribed to it as 
a newsletter in Brusszel !!! 

newsletter improvements 

There are some really interesting projects and ideas being funded that I wouldn't find without the 
newsletter. More videos, social media stories or visual blog posts could help. 

newsletter improvements 
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Send me please weekly e-mail newsletters newsletters improvements 

More workshops and seminars. They are amazing! They outperform any private seminar, because they 
bring together people from all angles: farmers, researchers, food industry, farm input industry, start-ups, 
... with interactive discussions. Good job! Spread the message to the people in the team! 

organise more events 

More local workshops! (in each country, I mean!) organise more events 

more mediterranean question topic suggestion 

Projecten earea open pollinated seed production and research is a eminent global need which is not het 
fully addressed 

topic suggestion 

I would like to focus more on the topic of integrated systems, like aquaponics or livestock culture topic suggestion 

reminders, connection to popular e-calendars eg Android, Outlook. Earlier announcement of funding and 
events. 

topic suggestion 

more information about how SME can take part in innovation projects topic suggestion 

The opportunities to Young people to be informed about Master, PhD , etc ariund the World . topic suggestion 

more ideas how to collaborate with h2020 projects topic suggestion 

More information on EIP projects in Europe topic suggestion 

It should be more focused/less dispersed. More practical/less academical.  Maybe just about success 
stories or ideas brainstorms.  

topic suggestion 

Proposed Focus Group ideas topic suggestion 

Put more emphasis on forestry issues in connection with climate change. topic suggestion 

More good practices. topic suggestion 

IT in agriculture topic suggestion 

Yes I would like to add help in renewable energy in Agriculture and sustainable Agriculture EU topic suggestion 

 


